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Standards of Accreditation
General Provisions
The state board of education is responsible for establishing and maintaining standards for all
public schools in Montana. The standards guarantee students the benefits of attendance in accredited
schools and provide a basis of transfer. The standards are reviewed regularly and published annually.
10.55.601
Accreditation Standards: Procedures (3) To ensure continuous education
improvement, the school district shall develop, implement, evaluate, and revise a five-year
comprehensive plan.
This plan shall include:
(i) a school district level education profile as described in guidance provided periodically
by the office of public instruction;
(ii) the school district’s educational goals in accordance with ARM 10.55.701;
(iii) a description of planned progress towards implementing all content, performance, and
program area standards, in accordance with the schedule in ARM 10.55.603;
(iv) a description of strategies for assessing student progress toward meeting all content
and performance standards, in accordance with ARM 10.55.603; and
(v) a professional development component, in accordance with ARM 10.55.714

(a)

Section (i) District Education Profile
a.) Narrative Description (size, location, demographic summary, brief description of community, etc.)
Thompson Falls Public Schools is a Class “B” school district located on the Clark Fork River between
Paradise and Hope on Highway 200, midpoint between Kalispell, Missoula, and Spokane,
Washington. Two decades ago, the timber industry was thriving and poverty was minimal. Today, the
timber industry is almost gone and the number of students on free and reduced hot lunches has
escalated from about 30% in 1994, to 70% in 2010. Student enrollment in 1997-98 was 690
compared to 472 in 2010 (loss of 218 students). This is a decrease of 32% in student population.
During the same time period, those students in special education have gone from 37 to 43 students.
This increase in special education students has required the addition of 4.5 paraprofessionals to
serve these students.
If the same student enrollment was present in the district today as was here in 1997-98, the district
would have over $1,200,000 more to operate its schools. Because of the limits of class size under
the Montana Accreditation Standards, the district has only been able to reduce its staff by two
teachers since 1997-98 through 2009-10.
Sanders County has either led the state in unemployment or been second over the past six months.
Thompson Falls, who is the county seat in Sanders County, appears to attract those families that
want to be close to governmental allocations. On the other hand, it is very beautiful, off the beaten
path, and attracts those who want to retire in a mountainous and population free location. This has
driven up the price of land and housing costs. The county and city are both losing its middle class
families and are becoming a location for both those who live in poverty and those who are quite
affluent. The working family with a livable income is becoming extinct in Thompson Falls. This has
resulted in a reduction of students at school.
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b,) District/Board Policy Philosophy (Reference: 10.55.701)
All school board meetings have fifteen individuals who are personally invited to each meeting. These
include the five school board members, three administrators, special education director, high school
student representative who sits at the board table, editor of the local newspaper, association
presidents from classified and certified staffs, and the district clerk and superintendent. Each of these
fifteen individuals receives a school board meeting packet for all meetings. School board members
receive no more information than what is received by the high school student representative. This
process enhances the opportunities for trust, openness, and communication between the district and
the community.
There is a district notebook that is updated and approved yearly that is given to all school board
members, administrators, classified and certified staff presidents, and put in each school building
lounge. This district notebook includes: classified and certified contracts; transportation contract;
elementary, junior high, and high school student handbooks; coaches’ handbook; business
handbook; and all district policies.
The school board established a District Mission Statement and Beliefs that are reviewed when it
appears that changes should be made to them. Each year the school board adopts specific goals
during the summer so that the administration and staff are aware of these goals prior to the start of
the school year. These goals are gone over by the district superintendent and principals during
opening PIR days prior to the first day of school for the students. The District Mission Statement,
District Belief Statements, and District Goals for 2009-10 are listed under section (ii.) page 6.
There is a District Leadership Team that is made up of teachers, community members, and
administrators that meet at a regular basis during the school year. This team determines the staff
development program, use of PIR and Teacher Development Days, and contributes to district,
building, and classroom goals. There is an annual calendar committee made up of one administrator
and representatives from both the classified and certified staff in each school building that develops
the annual school calendar that is presented and approved by the Board of Trustees.
Since Thompson Falls Public Schools is a small school district, parent involvement is easy to obtain
each year. Parent teacher conferences exceed ninety percent for grades K-8 and almost seventy
percent at the high school in 2009. Each building also has an open house during the evening at a
different time of the year that best meets the needs of their students and staff. Parent volunteers are
quite common in the elementary classrooms with foster grand-parents being utilized at all three
building levels.
c.) Description of 5YCEP Development Process (how plan was developed, stakeholders involved,
time line, etc.)
The development of the 5YCEP is a process that has operated for many years but maybe under a
different name. This district has used such terms as MISTA, SIM, Curriculum Development Process,
5YCEP, NCLBA, and other titles to reflect that planning does occur within the district. Each process
was established for the purpose to improve student learning. The steps and requirements of each
may differ to a degree but each one required community input, staff involvement, training, and time to
implement the process.
The 5YCEP has gone full circle in this district. Initially it appeared to be an excellent requirement by
the Board of Public Education but because of the NCLBA, the district’s first plan was focused almost
entirely on meeting the academic benchmarks on the CRTs and making Adequate Yearly Progress
or simply, AYP. Since the original plan, it has become quite evident that the academic benchmarks
established by federal and state educational agencies were not realistic for Thompson Falls Public
School students. Making AYP will no longer be the primarily emphasis for this school district if
focusing on AYP hinders the learning process for students as determined by research based
teaching strategies. This new approach to the 5YCEP is evident with the annual 2009-10 District
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Goals as approved by the Board of Trustees upon recommendation from the local District Leadership
Team and all district staff.
A major emphasis within the planning process for Thompson Falls Public Schools was the adoption
of Love and Logic as taught and developed by Jim Fay. When the requirements of the 5YCEP and
NCLBA were initiated, the District Leadership Team knew that stress on staff to make the
benchmarks of AYP would occur. With more poverty occurring among school age families, the district
would see more stress among its students and this staff. Therefore, the district committed to become
a district wide, Love and Logic disciple. A three year contract was completed with Jim Fay, Inc. to
help train all staff in the belief principles of Love and Logic. Consultants came to Thompson Falls
from 2005-06 through 2007-08. Staff were also sent to one week summer seminars in Colorado and
Kansas during that same time period. Local staff became trainers in working with parents and staff.
Twelve new staff were sent to Colorado in the summer of 2009 for training. In other words, all staff
are trained to work with Love and Logic relationship skills. The district, building, and classroom
discipline rules are developed along the principles of Love and Logic. Having all staff, parents, and
students on the same page about how to treat each other with respect as an individual and not
everyone treated the same way, plus taking into account the dignity of both staff and students has
helped create the environment needed to successfully implement the teaching strategies of Robert
Marzano. The current district goals still reflect the importance of Love and Logic.
In 2007-08, the district made a decision to adopt the nine teaching strategies supported by Robert
Marzano. Consultants from Jim Fay, Inc. were asked to integrate their presentations of the Love and
Logic skills with one or more of the teaching strategies of Jim Fay. At the same time, all staff were
given the book by Marzano, Pickering, and Pollack, “Classroom Instruction that Works.” Study
groups were established after school, once a month, led by teachers on how to implement one of the
nine teaching strategies from that book. After nine months, staff were quite familiar with those
teaching strategies that result in student learning. New staff who enter the school district are provided
this book along with being paid to attend training from school district staff on the effective teaching
strategies. The current district goals still reflect the importance of the teaching strategies of Robert
Marzano.
A district leadership team and the Board of Trustees recognized the high number of local teachers
that would be retiring from teaching between 2007 and 2012. Data was gathered during the 2006-07
school year as to whether a mentorship program would be affective in Thompson Falls Public
Schools. Two lead teaches were selected and trained during the summer of 2007. The board then
approved a formal mentoring program as recommended by the district leadership team beginning
with the 2007-08 school year. Since that time our two leaders have trained twenty-four mentors
between the three schools. All new teachers are required to have a mentor and teachers who
assume a significant change in a teaching position are encouraged to have a mentor. Eighteen
teachers have had mentors within the district since the program began three years ago.
Fifteen years ago, the district relied on the effective school correlates of Larry Lezotte. Since that
time, Benjamin Bloom’s higher level thinking skills, and researched based instructional strategies by
Marzano have all been emphasized as well in the teaching process. Other key concepts that have
had an impact on how teachers instruct include the curriculum alignment process demonstrated by
Grant Wiggins and Debra Pickering. Over the past couple of years though, a new trend appears to
becoming the focus of staff development. It is the model supported by John Antonetti. He calls it the
Engagement Cube of which Thompson Falls Public Schools has expanded his title and call it the
Learning/Engagement Cube. Nine members of the District Leadership Team attended a week long
conference during the summer of 2009 in Park City, Utah. The group was so impressed with what
they heard that they supported the concepts of John Antonetti as the 5YCEP model to follow as the
district works toward fulfilling AYP and increasing student learning.
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John Antonetti has uniquely integrated the concepts of Bloom’s higher four level thinking skills with
Marzano’s effective teaching strategies along with the relationship skills of Jim Fay. The
implementation phase of these skills are accomplished though the use of data, standards, and goal
setting as determined by professional learning communities, PLC. The PLC is in the control of the
teachers as well as the classroom walks that are performed by teachers from within each appropriate
PLC. The concepts of Antonetti’s cube were supported by both the District Leadership Team and the
Board of Trustees for the 2009-10 school year through the 2011-12 school year. John Antonetti will
come to the district on March 1, 2010, for a teacher development day and return several times during
the 2010-11 and following school years. His partner will be here on April 1, 2010, for training on the
use of the PLC and classroom walks. A team of teachers will attend Antonetti’s summer institute in
Park City, Utah, during the summer of 2010.
Through a very systematic staff development program, the district has provided the teaching staff
with the needed tools to develop and implement the 5YCEP. Staff have been provided the state of
the art in technology under the leadership of our technology coordinators and funded through
community approved technology levies. With school counselors on both campuses and one being a
certified psychologist, student emotional needs are met by the district. Three AltaCare teams of
therapists help meet the needs of those students who quality for assistance because of financial
difficulties.
With the new 5YCEP being required by the Office of Public Instruction during the 2009-10 school
year, the district asked the services of OPI to help the district develop the plan. OPI met with district
staff during a PIR day prior to the 2009-10 school year at the high school and went over the
components of the 5YCEP. The staff provided by OPI did an excellent job and helped all teachers
and administrators better understand the 5YCEP process. After the school year began, the staff and
District Leadership Team once again supported the district goals as approved by the Board of
Trustees. These goals were discussed at a Board meeting and public input was allowed into the
goals of the district. At Thompson Falls Public Schools, the major emphasis will be to help students
learn and to prepare them for their lives after graduation from high school. Making AYP will be
important, but the staff and Board of Trustees understand the validity or lack of validity of AYP being
used as the measurement of a school district being good or bad.
The board formally approved submitting a hard copy of the 5YCEP to the Office of Public Instruction
along with its Annual Effectiveness Report that was mailed to OPI in the fall of 2009. The board also
supported submitting one integrated report as long as the report addressed the components of
10.55.601 of the Montana Accreditation Standards for both the 5YCEP and the Annual Effectiveness
Report. The superintendent and his board chairman along with other superintendents from northwest
Montana met with OPI staff to express frustration with the amount of time that the current process for
reporting the 5YCEP takes from them as required by OPI. It is hoped that OPI will allow each school
district to submit their reports in a manner determined at the local level as long as 10.55.601 is
adhered to by the district. Through a check off system on the ADA in the fall and monitoring
completed during the special education visits by OPI, schools could be checked upon as to whether
they meet the intent of 10.55.601.
d.) Summary of District Five-Year Goals
Many factors helped the Board of Trustees adopt its 5YCEP and annual goals for 2009-10
(random order):
a.) Annual Effectiveness Report; District Report Card; AYP,
b.) local, state, and national futuristic trends in education
c.) demographics of students, staff, and community
d.) local, state, and federal financial support; state and federal requirements
e.) opinions from students, staff, and community
f.) culture and traditions of community and school district
g.) researched based information on student learning
h.) district mission and belief statements
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District Goals as Approved by Board of Trustees
1. Students and staff will be prepared to meet the state standards at a quality level while using
research based instructional strategies.
2. The district will:
a) utilize the community, staff, and consultants in helping to show gains in reading and math
for grades K-8 compared to 2008-09 for both those students who receive free and
reduced hot lunch and those who do not.
b) score on or above the state averages on the Reading and Math CRTs for both the
demographic groups listed above.
c) continue to teach math and reading based upon effective learning strategies using the
Learning/Engagement Cube as described by John Antonetti while integrating the concepts
of the Professional Learning Communities (PLC).
3. The district will remember and support the fine arts and other vocational courses in its quest for
learning. Our graduates need to receive a balanced and quality education.

District Strategies for Reaching Goals 1. & 2. c.) & 3.
•

•

•

Goal 1: Every teacher will be highly qualified and knowledgeable with Marzano’s nine instructional
strategies, Blooms higher level thinking processes, and Fay’s relationship skills as demonstrated to
their supervisors through the evaluation process. Consultants will be brought to the district each
year to inservice the staff with the concepts of Bloom, Marzano, and Jim Fay. Staff will be given the
opportunity to attend the summer workshop in Park City, Utah, each July, as approved by the
District Leadership Team that is sponsored by A+ Educators to include John Antonetti. The Board of
Trustees will support, as appropriate and affordable, the integration of technology within the
classrooms that is based upon research to increase student learning.
Goal 2. c): Math and reading teachers will utilize the concepts of the Learning/Engagement Cube
to maximize student learning. The use of the Professional Learning Communities will look at
available data and make the instructional changes needed to allow the students to reach the state
standards and local benchmarks as established by the Board of Trustees in reading and math.
Goal 3: Building level administrators will approve staff development for fine arts and vocational
teachers outside the district. Building level administrators will provide release time during the year
for fine arts and vocational teachers to assess and make necessary changes to their course
curriculums so that they align with state standards. Paid summer work may be needed for the fine
arts and vocational staff to align their curriculums with state standards.

District Benchmarks to Meet Goal 2. a.) & b.)

Year
Final
Goal
2013-2014
2012-2013
2011-2012
2010-2011
2009-2010

Math
State
Goal %
K-12

Math
District
Goal %
K-8; HS

Reading
State
Goal %
K-12

Reading
District
Goal %
K-8; HS

100%

State Ave

100%

State Ave

100%
84%
84%
84%
68%

State Ave
State Ave
State Ave
State Ave
State Ave

100%
92%
92%
92%
83%

State Ave
State Ave
State Ave
State Ave
State Ave
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Section (ii) District Educational Goals
District Mission and Belief Statements

THOMPSON FALLS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

We believe
.. students learn in different ways and at varying rates; we respect and support those
differences.
..with the support of the community we can provide a respectful, safe, and caring school
environment.
..certain district and societal rules require immediate student consequences.
..with appropriate adult guidance, discipline should be considered an opportunity for student
personal growth.
..keeping in mind a student’s self respect and dignity, a student should be provided an
opportunity to learn to solve his/her own problem.
..in updating our district curriculum to keep pace with the changing world.
..in integrating technology within every academic area at all levels.
..in the school improvement process to maximize student learning.
..it is important to have ongoing training and inservice for staff so that educational practices will
be based upon research, information, and proven procedures.
..with parent, community, and school support, students can become contributing members of
society.
..learning is a life long process and is a key to success.
..the school must provide opportunities for students to develop critical thinking by respecting and
concentrating on academic, cultural, and life skills as outlined under state standards.
..in celebrating success.
6

Thompson Falls Public Schools
District Goals
For
2009-10

1. Students and staff will be prepared to meet the state standards at a quality level while
using research based instructional strategies.
2. The district will:
a) utilize the community, staff, and consultants in helping to show gains in reading
and math for grades K-8 compared to 2008-09 for both those students who
receive free and reduced hot lunch and those who do not.
b) score on or above the state averages on the reading and Math CRTs for both the
demographic groups listed above.
c) will continue to teach math and reading based upon effective learning strategies
using the Learning Cube as described by John Antonetti while integrating the
concepts of the Professional Learning Communities (PLC).
3. The district will remember and support the fine arts and other vocational courses in its
quest for learning. Our graduates need to receive a balanced and quality education.

Amended/Approved by Board of Trustees
October 5, 2009
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Sections (iii) (iv) – Implementing Content, Performance,
Program and Assessment Requirements
Accreditation Standards: Procedures, 10.55.601 (See Montana Accreditation
Standards Manual, Chapter 55, page 1) (iii) a description of planned progress toward
implementing all content, performance, and program area standards, in accordance
with the schedule in Curriculum and Assessment, 10.55.603 (See Montana
Accreditation Standards Manual, Chapter 55, page2); (iv) a description of strategies
for assessing student progress toward meeting all content and performance
standards, in accordance with ARM 10.55.603
The Board of Trustees has adopted the Montana content standards as the basic
guide for our district curriculums. Grade level curriculums have been developed over
the past ten years that are aligned to the Montana content standards in math, science,
communication arts, and social studies. Considerable time has been spent by staff
with the use of consultants during the year and in the summer, looking at our
communication arts and math curriculums in relationship to student results on the
Montana Criterion Referenced Tests, ITBS/ITED, and classroom assessments. This
process has helped focus staff development, created a change in instructional
strategies, integrated technology into all curriculums when appropriate, allowed for
new teaching resources/textbooks, and has increased the amount of time spent on
teaching math and communication arts in grades K-6.
Indian Education for All has been a positive improvement in our curriculums especially
in Social Studies. Although all staff are implementing Indian Education for All units in
their classes, social studies teachers have developed a more sequential and in depth
coverage for the essential skills. Staff development has occurred for all teachers with
Indian Education even as recent as January, 2010. Six staff have become leaders for
Indian Education for All and have received extensive training in this area.
The Board of Trustees adopted as goal three for 2009-10: “The district will remember
and support the fine arts and other vocational courses in its quest for learning. Our
graduates need to receive a balanced and quality education.” Over the past five
years, too much time has been devoted in the district to making AYP specifically
looking at reading and math along with social studies (Indian Education for All) and
science (new assessment on CRTs). As a result, the district has not reviewed the
other curriculums extensively or financed staff development for these teachers. During
the 2009-10 school year these teachers will review their courses in relationship to the
state standards and receive staff development in their content areas upon request.
AYP and the NCLBA has had a negative impact on subject areas other that reading
and math.
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Section (v) – Professional Development
2002-03 thru 2004-05: The district signed a three year contract with Learning 24/7
(NSCI, National School Conference Institute) beginning with the 2002-03 school year. Learning
24/7 is based upon the School Improvement Model, Effective Teaching and Learning, and the
“90-90-90 School” concept that can achieve 90% mastery of standards from schools who have
90% poverty, and that have 90% minority students. During that period concepts emphasized by
Rick Stiggins, Lisa Carter, Doug Reeves, and John Antonetti were used as guides for our staff.
Writing to be taught by all teachers was a major part of the contract with Learning 24/7.
2005-06 thru 2007-08: The district signed a three year contract with Jim Fay, Inc. The reasons
for using the principles of Love and Logic were explained earlier in this report (Page 3,
paragraph 1). At the same time that Love and Logic was the focus of the school district, training
on Indian Education for All, staff mentoring, and technology all became important topics for
using our PIR and teacher development days.
2009-10 thru 2011-12: The district will utilize Colleagues on Call (John Antonetti) and A+
Educators (Karin Young) in helping the staff with: Marzano’s Instructional Strategies; Bloom’s
Higher Level Thinking Skills; Fay’s Relationship Tools; Antonetti’s approach with how to use the
Professional Learning Communities and the Classroom Walks. The staff will continue to use the
mentoring program, consultants on site, and teachers attending conferences outside the district
during the summer to improve our knowledge about best educational practices that are based
upon research.
The district uses both Title 2 funds and end of the district General Budgets funds to financially
support its staff development program. Staff development is a high priority in the school district.
Both the Board of Trustees and the administration have made it a point to find the funds needed
to provide the highest quality of staff development for its teachers.

Academic Performance
Curriculum: Thompson Falls Public Schools has 480 students, three administrators plus a
supervising teacher in the junior high, forty-seven teachers, housed on two campuses, one mile
apart. With very little turnover in staff other than retirements, communication between staff
within and between buildings is natural and easy to accomplish. We are all Bluehawks.
For several years now, the school calendar has 174 student instructional days. This allows for
six teacher development plus seven PIR days. Since the adoption of this 174 instructional day
calendar, the quality and quantity of staff development have improved, one hundred percent.
Because of more time to bring all staff together at the high school for training and curriculum
work, teachers can meet together in teams, K-12, improving the alignment process (what is
written, what is taught, what is assessed).
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The district has been financially fortunate to either use end of the year General Budget funds
and/or Title 2 funds to focus each June, for one week, on curriculum improvement. Teachers are
paid for their time to work on the alignment process and look in more detail at the results of
student assessments in relationship to the state standards and district curriculums. Because of
the NCLBA and the AYP processes, the past five summers have been spent on either math or
communication arts.
The typical process that Thompson Falls uses in developing its academic curriculums is listed
below:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

look at state standards
download several state standards, grade level by grade level, and run them off for the
academic teachers to view
select which state curriculum appears to best meet the needs of the district
change the selected state curriculum to reflect Thompson Falls Public Schools instead of
Florida, West Virginia, Texas, etc.
meet for one week in June, make final changes to grade level subject area curriculum,
taking into account national and state standards, do a cross check and balance with state
standards to make sure that subject area curriculum reflects all state standards
make sure that new grade level curriculums reflect CRT and NRT assessments
integrate Indian Education for All where appropriate
select teaching materials based upon the new curriculum

Thompson Falls Public Schools has used this process since Montana does not provide a
detailed grade level curriculum. Other states, because of financial resources do provide updated
and relevant curriculums that are easily available for a district. These curriculums always reflect
our Montana general content standards when we do the cross check and balance against our
state standards.
This school district has excellent teachers who have high expectations that reflect a high quality
curriculum. This has occurred because of several factors: 1.) reputation of a good school;
2.) successful athletic and academic programs; 3.) high morale of staff; 4.) little turnover of
staff; 5.) excellent staff development program; 6.) mentoring program for new and tenured
teaches; 7.) location and beauty of Thompson Falls, 100 miles from Missoula and Kalispell and
120 miles to Spokane; 8.) conservative values of community; and 9.) professionalism of school
board, administration, and teaching and support staff.
The rigor of the school’s curriculum is most evident when visiting with new students who enter
the school district. It is rare to find one student or parent who states that this school is easier
than the school that they left to come to Thompson Falls. More typically, the statement is “This
school is ahead of our previous schools or you require more work here that the school that we
left.” With recent graduates from Yale, Gonzaga, West Point, and other universities outside
Montana, our graduates do quite well. Our science Envirothon team has won two out of the
previous five state competitions with high finishes in the other years. High finishes in Science
Olympiad competition occur as well.
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Having not made AYP for two consecutive years at the elementary district will result in the staff
looking in more detail next fall with the results from the 2009-10 CRTs. With poverty becoming
more common in Sanders County (highest unemployment in the state in November, 2009) and
students on free and reduced hot lunches increasing to 70 percent, it is most imperative that the
district utilize all researched based components that attribute to student learning.
The district did change its academic goals under this 5YCEP from what is required under the
NCLBA to what is more realistic based upon the demographics of our community and students.
Research will support that expectations have to be within grasp of the individual if one is to
expect success. Not everyone can run a mile under five minutes regardless of what a track
coach may set as the standard to compete on his team. Therefore, the district is not setting a
goal that all students will be proficient by 2013-14. Since this district does have a much
higher poverty rate than the state of Montana, goals were set that would have our
students achieve higher than state averages for all demographic groups in Thompson
Falls. To obtain these goals would be a high accomplishment. These academic goals are
for both math and reading as listed in a previous section of this paper.

Evaluation/Assessment: Thompson Falls Public Schools has a comprehensive system
for assessing its students. Types of assessment include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State CRTs
ITBS in grades 2-9 and ITED in grade 9
SuccessMaker in grades K-6 for Reading and Math
StarMath and StarReading for K-6
San Diego Quick Reading in grade 2
DIBELS for K-6
Read Well for K-2
EXPLORE at grade 8
Pre and Post Writing Tests for K-10
PLATO at the High School
ACT, SAT, Plan, ISEE, ASVAB at the High School
Teacher formative assessments with emphasis on higher level thinking skills (Blooms)

Teachers work in collaborative groups in developing the districts’ writing assessments and in
scoring the results based upon staff developed rubrics. Staff at self-contained grade levels,
collaborate in developing assessments so as to obtain reliability and validity within each grade
level. Common preparation periods per grade levels are provided at grades K-6 so as to allow
for teachers to plan and communicate with each other. At the junior high level, all the academic
teachers have a common preparation period for planning and meeting with students and
parents.
Students who enter in grades K-2 are individually assessed for the first two days of school prior
to attending school as a class. This allows for a better understanding of the students’ skills and
will allow for better class placements.
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The district will disaggregate the test scores on the NRTs based upon sex, family income, one
or two parent families, length of time in the district, grade point averages, and if they took
Algebra as a ninth grader. The results of the demographic breakdown of assessment results
helps the teachers to better adjust their instructional strategies based upon the needs of the
students.
The main goal of the teachers about assessments is to decide which assessments should
dictate our curriculum and teaching strategies. There appears to be very little relationship
between the student results on the NRTs and state CRTs and performance within the
classrooms. The results of the NRTs appear to better match with how a student performs in the
classroom and how the student performs against the state standards. But on the other hand, the
district’s AYP is based upon how our students score on the CRTs and not how they perform on
the NRTs, or within the classroom, or how the perform after they graduate from high school, or
how they compete against other high schools in academic areas. It appears that the staff and
district are moving more towards trusting the results on the NRTs and classroom performances
in judging how our students are doing against the state and national standards. The district and
staff still want to wait for one or two more years in making the final decision as to which
assessments should be followed more closely in determining the math and reading curriculums.
The NRTs and CRTs do not measure the same skills in the same manner. Since Grant Wiggins
entered the scene for assessments, schools now are suppose to look at the assessments at the
same time as developing the written curriculum. Teachers then perform the necessary
instructional strategies based upon what is assessed and what is written. So the question is
“Which assessment should have the biggest impact on what we teach, the Montana CRTs or
the NRTs such as ITBS, ACT, SAT, etc.?”

Instruction: Researched based instruction is one of the strongest characteristics of
Thompson Falls’ teachers. Section (i) District Education Profile, part c. beginning on page 2)
Description of 5YCEP Development list specific examples and ways that staff have been trained
in researched based instructional strategies. A summary of staff training and implementation of
effective teaching strategies are listed below:
•

•

•
•

•

All teachers are trained on how to teach writing with emphasis on the higher level thinking
skills and the six trait model (3 year training by John Antonetti, on site); pre-and post
writing tests developed by district staff working in teams
All teachers are trained in the nine instructional strategies of Robert Marzano on and off
campus. All teachers are given the book by Marzano and study groups were held
monthly at each building level to discuss how teachers are using these techniques in the
classrooms.
Administrators look for the nine instructional strategies of Marzano as they assess their
teachers in the evaluation process.
All teachers are trained in the relationship skills of Jim Fay. Because homework is misunderstood, for good or bad, Jim Fay was brought to the district and spent one TDD with
all staff discussing how to best use homework for instructional gains.
Staff are being trained on how to best use the Learning/Engagement Cube principles by
John Antonetti. This cube so effectively integrates the work of Marzano, Bloom, and Fay
into an understanding that makes it easy for the teacher to use in the classroom.
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Staff are being trained on how to use the Professional Learning Community and the
Classroom Walks in looking at data and making improvements in their instructional
strategies. This will result in a better curriculum alignment process and performance on
Montana CRTs.
• Twenty-four teachers have already been trained by the districts’ three mentor
coordinators to be mentors, out of 47 staff in the district. All new teachers to the district
are required to be a protégé under a mentor. Experienced teachers who have a
significant change in teaching duties are encouraged to have a mentor as well. Eighteen
teachers have been a protégé and had a mentor over the past three years in Thompson
Falls. The mentorship program was approved by the Board of Trustees and supported by
the local teachers’ association.
• Half the staff attended a three day Indian Education for All staff development summer
training in Missoula in the early stages of the program. Since that time, a nucleus of six
teachers have become the leaders in Indian Education for All. These six were provided
additional training through a specific program from OPI and the university program. In
January, 2010, two trainers came to Thompson Falls Public Schools and worked with all
staff for one day on the essential skills of Indian Education. More units are being
developed each year and integrated within the classrooms of all teachers. Social Studies
was completely re-written based upon state standards to include units for Indian
Education for All.
• Having passed two technology levies the district has the financial support to have a first
class technology curriculum. Staff development with technology is occurring on a regular
basis each year. During the 2009-10 school year, Thompson Falls hosted a technology
training day and invited Hot Springs and Noxon staff to attend the workshop put on by Liz
Cunningham and other regional technology experts. All K-8 classrooms have internet,
Smart/Interwrite Boards, acoustic speaker systems so that all students hear the teachers,
cable TV, computer stations, and telephones. Computer labs exist in each school. The
high school has three computer labs, writing labs in each English classroom, internet and
telephones in every classroom, and computer stations and internet in every classroom.
• The district approved a B.A. +4 to be paid at the same rate as a M.A. in order to push
more staff to take graduate level courses.
• The District Leadership Team which is made up of teachers and administrators from each
of the four building levels decides upon the staff development program for the district.
This team decides how best to use the six teacher development days each year. Having
professional development decisions made by teachers better help the district staff to
accept and utilize district staff development.
Comments and Goals: Our academic goal for the 5YCEP would be Goal #2 that the school
board and staff approved for 2009-10. This goal emphasizes improvements in math and reading
for all demographic groups in the school district. There are minimal Indian populations within the
district to measure success or failure in a valid manner. See earlier discussion of Goal #2 for
specific information on page 5.
•

Data from the Integrated Effectiveness Report for 2008-09 that was done in 2009-10 and
submitted to the Office of Public Instruction was used in the development of the
Instructional goal.
Parents were provided the necessary information about the elementary and junior high school
not making AYP for two years in a row and they were offered the option of their children
receiving tutoring at district expense. This offer was made both in August, 2009, and January,
2010.
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Learning Environment
Comments and Goals: Thompson Falls Public Schools has created a superior learning
environment for its students. The school district has about 480 students as of February 1, 2010.
For this student population the district provides these support services:
•

•
•
•

•
•

K-8 counselor who also has a psychologist’s degree; HS counselor; three therapists with
masters degree and each one has one assistant, they work in grades K-4, 5-8, and HS,
all funded through federal dollars
21st Century grant that provides after-school and summer school activities/tutoring
Summer school at both the elementary and high school levels for any student
Alternative Learning Center at the high school for those students who need either an
alternative program and/or replacement classes, or who enroll late in the school year.
The ALC can also be used for those students with discipline problems and the ALC is
appropriate for them. The ALC operates during the regular school hours, from 4:00 P.M.
to 6:00 P.M. each day, and for one month in the summer.
Title 1 program, K-12, both within and outside the regular classroom
Over Twenty-five percent of the high school student-body each year are non-resident
students, with the majority of these students coming from outside Montana. These
students have been unsuccessful in other school district and live in local therapeutic
group homes. Over ninety percent of these students graduate from our high school.

With Love and Logic as a central part of the districts belief system, staff and students are
treated with respect. Below are the first five belief statements for the school district:
.. students learn in different ways and at varying rates; we respect and support those
differences.
..with the support of the community we can provide a respectful, safe, and caring school
environment.
..certain district and societal rules require immediate student consequences.
..with appropriate adult guidance, discipline should be considered an opportunity for student
personal growth.
..keeping in mind a student’s self respect and dignity, a student should be provided an
opportunity to learn to solve his/her own problem.
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District Policy 3310 is on Discipline. The first two paragraphs of this policy support the belief
statements about student dignity.
District Policy 3310: Student Discipline
“A teacher or principal has the authority to hold a pupil to strict accountability for disorderly
conduct in school, on the way to or from school, or during intermission or recess. The school
staff establishes a set of rules and expectations that are more general in nature as opposed to
being specific. What is fair therefore, may not necessarily be equal. Each student and situation
will be considered unique and natural consequences will be employed to encourage a sense of
responsibility. Students and parents are notified that violations will invite consequences that are
based upon several factors, including, but not limited to the severity of the act, the situation in
which it occurred, the frequency of the behavior problem, and the needs of the child.
The “9 Essential Skills” of Love and Logic and District Policy 2000, District Mission/Belief
Statements, will be used as guidelines for district staff in working with students. Also, Love and
Logic principles empower the teacher with input from the students and parents about the
process for managing student misbehavior. “Recovery” should be a common term that is used in
grades K-12.”
Student attendance is over ninety percent at all three building levels (92% for K-6; 94% for JH;
93% for HS for 2008-09)
In the seventeen years since the superintendent has been in the district, no tenure board
member has been defeated at the polls, and the same administrative team has been present at
the junior high, high school, and central office (clerk). The current board chairman has been on
the board for the tenure of the superintendent with changeovers on the board a rare occurrence.
The collective bargaining process is cordial with very few meetings needed to ratify a new
contract. A two year classified contract was just approved by the union and it is expected that a
new three year certified contract will be ratified prior to the end of the 2009-10 school year.
Officials who work our ball games continually complement the school district for the behavior of
its players. When our players and coaches stop to eat in a restaurant after a game, it is not
unusual for the waitresses to state that our players’ behavior is better than other teams who eat
at their site.
Vandalism is a rarity at Thompson Falls Public Schools and theft occurs so infrequently that one
cannot remember the instances.
All the above statements and paragraphs indicate a positive learning environment.
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Efficiency
Comments and Goals: This section on leadership, organizational structure/resources,
and planning to some degree are discussed within the section on learning environment. It is
difficult to have one without the other.
True leadership in any district begins with the Board of Trustees. Thompson Falls Public
Schools has a superb board that understands their role and acts in a professional manner.
Having received many Golden Gavel Awards by the Montana School Boards Association is just
one indication that they believe in school board staff development. Their attendance as a team
at the annual MCEL meeting each year is a high priority even if it means a trip across the state
to Billings, 900 miles round trip. Several times in the past, the board has MTSBA staff come to
Thompson Falls and provide important information to them during an evening inservice meeting.
The school board supports district staff and helps set policy and procedures that provides the
environment needed to create a learning environment. The board does not micromanage the
district and will allow the administration the opportunity to carryout the district policies and goals
that the board believes are for the betterment of the students.
The major goal from a leadership standpoint is that the school board will hire the best
superintendent who will recommend the best administrators and teachers to be hired by the
board of trustees. Once a district has excellent leaders from the top down or the bottom up then
all the steps necessary to obtain student learning will occur.
A final evidence of the success of the leadership of the district was a parent survey that was
completed in November, 2009. The survey form was given to all parents during parent-teacher
conferences, rating the district. The parents were quite pleased in that they strongly agreed
that the district provided a good education for their children and a safe and orderly
environment. The parents did not rate any school or the district in a negative manner.

“The Report Card for 2008-09, Integrated Effectiveness Report” that was
provided to OPI in the fall of 2009 contains important data and information
that were used in the development of the Five Year Comprehensive Plan.
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